
BRAINZY
AI based Smart Mindmap Engine



OFTEN  WE ARE FACED WITH THE CHALLENGING TASK OF  CRAMMING MINDLESSLY BEFORE AN EXAM. THE
HEAVY RELIANCE ON TEXT THE HEAVY RELIANCE ON TEXT CAN BE CHALLENGING SINCE WE LEARN BEST
THROUGH INTUITIVE VISUALIZATIONS. 

BRAINZY AIMS TO EASE THE BURDENS OF STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS ALLOWING THEM TO LEARN MUCH MORE
EFFECTIVELY. THE APP AUTOMATICALLY GENERATES SUMMARIES AND MINDMAPS 

ADDITIONALLY THE APP ALSO FEATURES A CHATBOT THAT ANSWERS ANY QUERIES OF USERS REGARDING
THE TEXT WHEN PROMPTED .

BRAINZY SERVES AS THE COMPREHENSIVE SCHOLAR COMPANION

Introduction 



The modern education landscape is burdened with an
overwhelming abundance of content, impeding effective
learning. Students and learners struggle to navigate this
information deluge, facing difficulties in comprehending and
retaining knowledge. The lack of user-friendly tools and
techniques hinders their ability to study efficiently. There's a
pressing need for innovative solutions that streamline educational
content, enhance accessibility, and simplify study processes to
empower individuals in their pursuit of knowledge.

Problem Statement
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Brainzy, condenses any provided URL. It distills the content into quick 
 context preserving summaries. This empowers users to swiftly grasp the
essence of the webpage's information, saving time and enhancing
comprehension. 

01 Instant summaries

Experience Brainzy: Your virtual mind-mapper. Enter a URL, and watch as it
transforms web content into a visual mind map. Condensing the site's
structure, it offers a dynamic overview, simplifying information absorption
and enhancing clarity.

02Automatic Mindmaps

What BRAINIFY achieves



generates website summaries and pages from URLs. Users engage further by
querying content through our AI, Llama 2. Seamlessly combining concise
insights and interactive inquiries, Brainzy reshapes online learning and
exploration.

03 Interactive Chatbot

Experience Brainzy: Your virtual mind-mapper. Enter a URL, and watch as it
transforms web content into a visual mind map. Condensing the site's
structure, it offers a dynamic overview, simplifying information absorption
and enhancing clarity.

04Generates relevant Links and Videos couples with images

What BRAINIFY achieves



Clarifai llama 2 13b
Clarifai GPT 3.5

HTML
CSS
JS

FRONTEND BACKEND AI MODELS

Technology
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BeautifulSoup4
Kroki
Mermaid JS

Clarifai's website employs a versatile tech stack to deliver its innovative features.. Beautiful Soup4, a Python library, aids in web
scraping and parsing, enabling content extraction from webpages.
For dynamic visualizations, Mermaid JS is utilized, generating mind maps that visually organize concepts extracted from web
content. In the realm of AI, Clarifai harnesses powerful models like LLama2 for its chatbot, providing intelligent responses to user
queries. GPT-3.5, another advanced AI model, is utilized for both content summarization and mind map generation, enhancing
comprehension.
This comprehensive tech stack harmonizes HTML, CSS, JS, Flask, Beautiful Soup4, Mermaid JS, and AI models (LLama2, GPT-3.5)
to create an enriching experience on Clarifai's website, offering content visualization, summaries, and interactive AI assistance.
 



Intuitive mindmap of contentText based online study material
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www.reallygreatsite.com


